This paper presents a new algorithm for computing timedistance transformations of a road network based on modified multidimensional scaling. The algorithm is designed to perform on a realworld road network, and provides alternative visualisations for travel time cognition and route planning. Several extensions are explored, including user-centric and route-centric road map transformations. Our implementation of the algorithm can be applied to any locality where travel time road network data is available. Here, it is illustrated on road network data for a rural region in Ireland. Limitations of the proposed algorithm are examined, and potential solutions are discussed.
Introduction
With the increasing availability of navigation systems and interactive maps, spatial information is becoming increasingly accessible to the average user. Geographical maps have the potential to display large amounts of spatial information which can lead to 'information overload', unless an emphasis is placed on intelligent and adaptive presentation of information. Traditionally, to increase the amount of information contained within a map, additional contextual layers are required. The display of time information however, requires special consideration.
One alternative visualisation of spatial data comes from the use of timedistance mapping. In this context, a time-distance map is based on the travel time on a network (e.g. road network), where the space is deformed such that the length of the links (roads) between the nodes (intersections) of the network are proportional to their travel time. In this representation, the normal geographical scale (Euclidean distance) of the network can be replaced by a time-distance scale, using hours instead of kilometres as the unit of measurement. An interesting example of this type of representation is the time-distance transform of the London Tube Map with a static [1] and dynamic version [2] . These types of artist-designed representations of time-distance currently appear to be the most graphically appealing maps; the average user may potentially find them more useful, as the deformation does not strongly interfere with the map content. The classic London Underground Map has been designed for readability and is already an approximation of a time-distance map, such that stations are at equal distances from each other, reflecting the fact that metro travel time is essentially independent of the real-world distance between stations [3] .
Some work has been done in the past concerning automatic algorithms for displaying time-distance information [4] [5] [6] . While effective for geographic information professionals, these representations do not appear to be sufficiently intuitive to aid the average user in everyday decision making, as suggested by the fact that their use in maps for lay-people is uncommon. Conversely, cartograms [7] [8] [9] have been successful at representing areal data, giving promise to a similar representation of time-distance. To date, the attempts to integrate time with a geographical view of space either were aimed at professionals, or required considerable manual design intervention.
In this paper, we propose an automated algorithm designed to enhance the interpretation of road maps through the integration of the time dimension. Our algorithm is designed to maintain some characteristics of conventional geographical road maps, such as the orientation of the road segments and the location of selected landmarks. These constraints provide a time-distance representation which is sufficiently realistic, making it possible to be used as a complement or replacement for a traditional road map.
We propose two different implementations of the algorithm: (1) a user-centric mode in which the user is interested in features or locations which are in close proximity to their current location, and (2) a route-centric representation, where the user is interested in map features which are proximal to a specified route along the road network. Further, we provide a simple solution to the out-ofsample problem which provides a means of transforming satellite imagery, which may be used to provide context to the embedded road map visualisation. Our implementation of the algorithm is based on the OpenStreetMap (OSM) data (www.osm.org) and can be applied anywhere where travel time data for road networks is available.
Previous work
Time-space maps have had a long history in geography with works dating back to the 1960s [10, 11] . Most time-distance maps are used to represent the distances between all nodes in a network as accurately as possible, and in order to achieve this, Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) is commonly used [12, 13, 5] . MDS is designed to find the "best" configuration of network points by minimising a global error criteria [14] . However, MDS is not well suited for large networks with a high number of connections. In this case, the distortion becomes important and the visual representation can be quite confusing. Recently, Shimizu and Inoue [6] have created partial network time-space maps using a modified MDS approach, where only a limited number of nodal distances are considered, for example the distances on the main transportation network. Additionally, they limit the deformation of the time-distance map by including the orientation of the network links in the constraints.
Denain and Langlois [15] have studied the utility of distance cartograms. In their opinion, isochrones are preferred because they are able to directly demonstrate time value-distances on the map without any geographical distortion. According to Denain and Langlois, the intent of making cartograms is to visualise a given phenomena, for example the reduction of the travel time due to the introduction of a high speed train network, without any link to geographic reality. But again, the authors focus on time-distance maps where all nodes on the network are involved.
User-centric representations of space have been successful in the past by integrating a local view into a global view, where the local view can be simply a zoomed view into the central region or be a somehow deformed map, e.g. a "fisheye". This type of method focuses on exploration of the map at two zoom levels: (1) a global view (context view) outside of the centre, and (2) a more detailed local view (focus view) in the centre of the map. For example, Yamamoto, Ozeki and Takahashi [16] explore a fisheye approach for dynamic web map services using a central region of focus surrounding the user's location, along with a "glue region" connecting the two views. Similar studies combining a global and a local view have been conducted for network maps [17] or tourist maps [18] .
We are not aware of any work that attempts to combine a topographic map together with a time-distance map with the purpose of enhancing the visual representation of a map from a user-centric perspective. In this paper, we present some possible approaches for transforming a traditional topographic or road map similar to those found in navigation devices and web-based maps, and provide a visualisation that may improve spatial cognition, and may also help to speed up decision making.
Methodology
MDS is a classic statistical technique which can be used to generate time-distance representations of spatial objects [14] . In Sec. 3.1, we review some of the relevant aspects of classic MDS in the context of time-distance mapping. In Sec. 3.2 to 3.6, modifications and extensions to classic MDS are introduced in order to improve the time-distance representation of real-world maps.
Classic metric multi-dimensional scaling
The task of classical MDS scaling is to find M -dimensional coordinates for a given set of objects V = {1, · · · , n} such that their pair-wise Euclidean distances equal the given dissimilarities D = {d ij }. In other words, the problem to be solved is:
The solution is a configuration X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } where each x i is a point in the M -dimensional space corresponding to an object in V. The complete explication to this problem, which has an exact solution if the dissimilarities d ij are indeed Euclidean distances, was given by [19] using matrix algebra and eigenvalues analysis. Independently, an equivalent formulation some years later was described by [20] . An extension to the above method is possible if distances are known with errors, and is derived by minimization of a loss function operating with inner products. If one considers the dissimilarities as shortest path distances on a graph (V, U) where V are the vertices and U the edges, the MDS is then a natural choice for graph drawing and network analysis [21] , [22] . Classical scaling and its computational implementation is not, however, well suited for large scale problems, as it cannot handle missing values, or be adapted to favour a good fit to particular predefined pairs.
Stress minimization
As an alternative to classical scaling, one can consider the problem of directly minimising the misfit of the configuration to given dissimilarities [23] . This is done by finding a configuration X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } such that we minimise the stress function
While no method is known for constructing algebraic optimal solutions that minimizes (2) , this optimization problem can be solved iteratively with a form of gradient descent. To bring some flexibility to the setting, the influence of particular pairs of data points can be adjusted by introducing weights w ij > 0 as coefficients of the individual error terms:
If the desired distance is not known, unreliable, or an exact fit is not required for a pair, this pair can be simply ignored by setting w ij = 0. Different scaling of the weights, of the general form w ij = d −p ij can be considered, resulting for instance in Sammon's mapping [24] for p = 1 and elastic mapping [25] for p = 2.
A "stress majorization" technique was developed [26] to improve the direct minimization of (3). The stress function is substituted with a convex function which is greater than or equal to the stress (hence majorization), but easier to minimize algebraically and computationally as it has a unique global minimum. In practice, a simple and efficient iterative procedure [27] can be used to find a configuration X:
where
This process is repeated until the relative decrease in stress is larger then a predefined threshold value > 0.
Road network representations with MDS Consider a road network as a weighted undirected graph V, U of nodes with geographical coordinates V = {x geo 1 , . . . , x geo n }. Let S be a (sparse) matrix of distances between the adjacent nodes scaled according to the travel time. Define a shortest-path distance matrix on the graph computed from S as G = {g ij }.
To apply MDS to a road network, one must compute the configuration {x 1 , . . . , x n } for D = G either by the classical method, or stress minimization. This produces a time-distance representation which attempts, on average, to reproduce all pairwise road distances. While these representations can be useful in particular applications, they suffer from a number of drawbacks. To motivate the following modifications to the MDS algorithms, consider an MDS applied to a particular road network, shown in Fig. 1 . Note that in order to generate a more accurate representation of the travel times, additional nodes at regular intervals along the roads are added prior to the application of MDS. This also ensures that the most direct path in the time-distance map is the fastest one. The global transformation shown in Fig. 1 (right) is difficult to interpret, due mostly to the fact that the transformation does not necessarily provide an intuitive representation of space. In other words, the map is overly warped, and distances and directions are difficult to interpret. Instead, we suggest a user-centric transform, which is aimed at (1) reproducing the travel distances from a specific location (Sec. 3.2), (2) looking "similar" to a conventional map (Sec. 3.5), and (3) suited for graphical embedding in an untransformed map (Sec. 3.3). Using these extensions, we would like to produce navigation-oriented time-distance representations, which provides a desired time-distance alignment centred around a predefined path on a network (Sec. 3.4). Finally, we discuss the out-of-sample problem which has to be addressed to allow us to render other map geometries and warp satellite imagery of the area of interest (Sec. 3.6).
User-centric transforms
This extension allows the time-distance transformation to be centred around a given node x c of the network. Let matrix E = {e ij } be a matrix of Euclidean distances between the nodes, e ij = x geo i − x geo j . Our aim is to transform road distances in the vicinity of x c , while maintaining the geographical layout of the distant nodes. We approach this by introducing a weighting scheme to favour for shortest path road distances in the vicinity of x c . First, by using a smoothed Heaviside step function we define a local region of radius ρ > 0 around x c :
where steepness of the step is controlled by the parameter γ > 0, I is a (1×n) unit vector, and G c is a column of G corresponding to x c . The parameters ρ > 0 and γ > 0 allows one to adjust the geographical extent of the area to be transformed, and the smoothness of the transition from a non-transformed region into the time-distance representation of the vicinity of x c . We then compute a weighted distance matrix D c with elements
where the superscripts i and j denote vector elements. The effective distance matrix D c includes shortest path distances for all nodes in the vicinity ρ of x c (shown with dark colours in Fig. 2 (left) ) and preserves Euclidean distances between distant nodes (those in white colour in Fig. 2 (left) ). It is then used for deriving a transformed network configuration with iterative optimization (4)-(5).
Preserving landmark locations
An exact match to pre-defined locations {x k } can be required for a subset of nodes {x geo k } k=1,...,K . It is particularly useful when one would like to keep the exact geographical location x geo c of the x c and a set of boundary nodes in order to embed a transformed network into an untransformed road map. Enforcing the hard constraints x k = x geo k , k = 1, . . . , K would significantly complicate the optimization problem. However, a reasonable approximation can be achieved in a mean-square sense by adding a penalty K k=1 (x k − x geo k ) 2 with some weight β to the stress function. This approach falls under the "soft constraints" category in [28] . Consequently, the optimization procedure (4) has to include the following update steps at every iteration:
k − x geo k ), k = 1, . . . , K.
An adaptive weighting scheme can be used to improve the fit of the distances between landmark nodes x k by increasing the values of respective columns and rows of W.
Route-centric transforms
Consider a predefined path a user may have chosen to follow on the road network. Suppose it consists of a sequence of adjacent nodes {x r } r=1,...,R . In this case, we would like to produce a transform which preserves the time-distances between nodes along the selected route, while maintaining the pair-wise Euclidean distances between nodes not proximal to the route. Firstly, we compute the shortest path distances from all the nodes of the network to the selected route:
We then introduce a weighting scheme for those nodes close to the route in analogy with Eq. 6:
(1 + tanh(γ(ρI − g path i ))) , i = 1, . . . , n.
Here, λ r is a vector containing weights for every node on the network describing its proximity to the selected route (refer to Fig. 2 for an illustration). The radius of this region is controlled by user-defined parameter ρ > 0 and the steepness of the transition by γ > 0. These parameters define the geographical extent of the area to be warped into time-distances. This weighting scheme is used to compute the matrix of effective distances similarly to Eq. (7) for iterative stress minimization.
The next modification to the MDS algorithm allows us to warp the route and present it as a straight line on the graph, maintaining the map-like properties described above. Suppose the nodes on the shortest route include {x r } r=1,...,R . This can be achieved by iterating the updates:
where x path r are the desired locations of the nodes on the path, and β path the stress function weight of the nodes. In the following applications, we align these nodes along a straight-line path connecting the origin (o) and destination (d) of the route, precisely reproducing the travel time distances along said route.
Preserving angles
The MDS-related transform extensions described above may lead to highly deformed transformations. To ensure that the layout of the network remains similar to the original road network, we introduce a new term into the stress function which is designed to preserve the orientations of the road segments 3 . Consider the set of all road segments U, assuming their orientations are given by the set of angles {α ij } (ij)∈U . The double index (ij) denotes all pairs of adjacent nodes of the network. We would like to preserve the road segments orientations by minimising
This is achieved by including the following update steps into (4):
where summation in gradient computation j ∈ N (i) runs over the nodes j adjacent to i and β ang is the weight of the penalty term Ψ in stress minimisation related to the angle of the road segments adjacent to the nodes along the path. We use the distance to the route weights w path ij computed as the elements of the matrix W = I − λ T r λ r with λ r defined by Eq. (10) to allow for more flexibility around the route while preserving the original Euclidean distances towards the borders of the area of interest.
Out-of-sample problem
The transformation method as presented above provides a mapping of every node V of the network from geographic space to the transformed space, F MDS : V → R M . It does not however provide a mapping for any other locations in geographic space. This is due to the fact that in MDS, the embedded location of each sample (node) depends on it's distance from every other sample, such that all samples must be embedded at the same time. This is a limitation of MDS, known as the out-of-sample problem [29] . In order to map other features from geographical space (i.e. rivers, lakes, forests), or to transform a raster aerial photograph in the same manner as the road network, this problem must be solved (i.e. a mapping F :
The solution proposed here takes advantage of the fact that the area bounded by a set of nodes in the transformed space represents the same area bounded by the same nodes in geographic space, with potentially different shape and size. This means that a continuous non-linear function which can reproduce the mapping of nodes from geographic to transformed space should be able to map any location from geographic space, as long as the location is within the bounds of the original network. Since it is not possible to derive such a transformation function from MDS, we can instead approximate the function using an artificial neural network (ANN) of multi-layered structure which is a poweful universal approximator for empirical dependencies [30] . This is done by starting with a discrete mapping of true geographical locations {x geo 1 , . . . , x geo n } to embedded locations derived from the MDS procedure {x 1 , . . . , x n }. The weights of the ANN are then iteratively adjusted until the ANN is able to closely approximate the discrete mapping, resulting in a continuous mapping function over the area of interest.
A raster image can then be transformed to produce a mapping of the geographic locations corresponding to each pixel in the original image to locations in the transformed space using the above out-of-sample solution. Figure 3 shows this type of image transformation, and is potentially useful for navigation, as it includes features not found on the network itself, such as fields and other physical landscape features. Similarly, we are able to render vector-based map features.
Applications
We implemented a generalised framework for transforming geographical space based on data from the OpenStreetMap (OSM) project, within which the proposed time-distance transforms can be applied anywhere where suitable OSM Fig. 3 . Original satellite raster image (left) and its time-space representation using an ANN to approximate the modified MDS transform function(right). Note that the road network has been superimposed in both the original image and the transformed image to provide context. data related to travel distance is available. Here, we have applied the methods covered in Sec. 3 to a series of examples based on OSM data for a region of roughly 50x50 kilometres west of Dublin, Ireland. The road network for the region includes 980 nodes (intersections), 1064 links (road-segments), and 5 different road categories. Figure 4 shows the general workflow for the time-distance map creation.
The most important stage is the introduction of time-distances for each link of the network. These distances can be provided dynamically from some other data sources as real time traffic services. For the current application however, travel times can be estimated from the network itself based on speed limits for the road categories. From this, we are able to generate a distance matrix between all points considered in the time-distance map, and feed it to the time-distance transformation, optionally followed by the out-of-sample extension. As a final step, the transformed map is rendered in a similar fashion to the original road network. Figure 6 shows a selected route along a traditional (left) and time-distance map (right) computed as described in Sec. 3.4. In this route-centric map, the route becomes a straight line in the time-distance space. As such, objects surrounding the centred route are positioned according to their travel time from the route. This representation allows the mapping of additional objects along the road, such as tourist attractions, restaurants, or other facilities that may be of interest to the traveller. The user of the map has a fast, accurate view of the time needed to make a detour towards one of the surrounding features, or services. As such, the route-centric time-distance map can be a useful tool for planning trips. If desired, elements of topographic maps could also be included into such a map. 
Route-centric time-distance map

Dynamic map changes in the route-centric representation
During a trip, the route-centric time-distance representation can potentially change constantly. If this is the case, it would be necessary to update the map dynamically, according to the current position of the user. For example, when driving down a motorway, the time-distances to the surrounding features will depend on the distance to the nearest exit. Conversely, if the user is close to the entrance to the motorway, all regions accessible via that motorway become closer. We have experimented with this idea by using a weighting scheme W = λ T xc λ xc in iterative stress majorization as location x c changes while the imaginary user progresses along the route. Figure 7 shows several steps of a route-centric timedistance representation of a hypothetical drive along various type of roads in rural Ireland. The lengths of the road segments along the straightened route exactly match the driving time spent on each corresponding segment along the path. The time-distance map shows a number of changes throughout the drive, with objects and paths further away from the route remaining relatively stable.
Discussion and Conclusions
This paper discusses ways of enhancing the interpretation of road maps through integration of the time dimension in terms of network travel time. We have achieved this integration through the use of new algorithms for time-distance map transformation. In general, the algorithms presented here are designed to transform the geographical space of conventional road maps into a spatialtemporal hybrid map, where locations of network nodes are adjusted to reflect the time it takes to travel between them, while still maintaining some characteristics of the conventional geographical road map such as direction and orientation. More specifically, we provide several approaches for integrating time-distance maps in a user-oriented mapping environment using real world road maps. The first approach provides a user-centric visualisation in which map features are The geographical extent of the applied transform and the smoothness of the transition can be easily controlled with two parameters. The values of these have to be tuned to maximise the usability of the algorithm via cognition studies aimed to adjust its performance for different applications. There remains many interesting avenues for future work on MDS-based timedistance transformations. The algorithm presented is not designed to strictly respect the topology of the network, which presents a potential limitation. While the tools to preserve topology are available, we have not yet explored them to the level required for proper implementation. Furthermore, improvements to our proxy out-of-sample extension are required, and a hybrid approach of piece-wise linear deformations based on triangulated irregular networks and conventional rubber-sheet warping are possible avenues for exploration.
The time-distance maps presented in this paper are potentially more useful in the context of in-car map navigation than classic space-time maps, due largely to the additional constraints designed to limit the level of network deformation.
However, usability tests on decision making and cognition should be conducted in the future to provide additional insights into how useful such maps are for the average user. Such tests could also provide some indication as to how much a road network can be warped and still remain usable. Additionally, it should be studied which elements could be added to a time-distance map for facilitate the interpretation.
Issues remain when working with very large and detailed road networks where the cost of the required computations can become a problem for creating dynamic maps. Algorithmically we approached the task by developing an iterative procedure to minimise an MDS stress function which we compute with a customised pair-wise distance and weights matrix. While iterative nature of the stress majorization algorithm simplifies its adaptation for the use in a temporal setting, there are still convergence issues to be explored. Further work will show if our method is of reasonable efficiency for implementation as a server-side module delivering morphed maps to a mobile device working in a dynamic environment, where traffic conditions and user location and mode of transportation are constantly changing.
